[The connection of medical indicators with oscillations in the natural gravitational field].
The hourly amount of 3140 hospital deaths, 2220 births by terminated labours, and 617 investigations of some elementary functions of haemodynamics and external respiration are correlated with tidal gravitation cycles calculated at the same time of day. The statistical analysis revealed significant dependence of the obtained data on local geometrical properties of 12-hour lunar tidal waves. Their distinctive signs were convexity-concavity and growing-sinking which the 12-hour lunar wave into 4 intervals. To each interval corresponded specific patterns of death and birth curves during 24-hours and divergent distribution of values of haemodynamics and external respiration. The investigation results and literature data point to the fact that periodic fluctuations of natural gravitation fields carrying the information on changes in space-time may serve as an outside time-marker (Zeitgeber) of biological rhythms.